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Wilson Legal Solutions Named to the Inc. 5000
with Three-Year Sales Growth of 471%
NEWTOWN SQUARE, PA (September 8, 2014)… Wilson Legal Solutions, a provider of
software and services to enhance law firm profitability and productivity, is pleased to
announce its ranking on the 33rd annual Inc. 500|5000, an exclusive ranking of the nation's
fastest-growing private companies. With a three-year growth rate of 471%, Inc. magazine
has ranked the company at number 957.
“This is our second year running to earn a spot on Inc.’s list,” says managing director and
CEO Bruce Wilson. “We’ve grown organically since our beginning and are optimistic about
the years ahead. We expanded our operations into the United Kingdom, plus we’ve shifted
our business model to focus not only on software services but on product sales as well. We
believe these developments further our ability to serve as a trusted technology partner to
law firms worldwide. ”
In June 2014 Wilson Legal Solutions introduced the Wilson Analytics Professional solution,
which enables in-memory analysis and queries of Thomson Reuters Elite 3E data. The
solution provides fast, secure, and mobile access to Elite 3E data using Excel, Power Pivot,
and Power View. In the same month, Wilson Legal Solutions opened an office in central
London to strengthen its ability to support law firms with global operations.
To view Wilson Legal Solutions’ profile on the 2014 Inc. 500 list, please see
http://www.inc.com/profile/wilson-legal-solutions.
About Wilson Legal Solutions
Wilson Legal Solutions provides software and services to enhance law firm profitability
and productivity. The company is a Certified 3E Services Partner of Thomson Reuters Elite
and specializes in extensive 3E, Enterprise, BI, and Design Gallery services. It offers the
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Wilson Analytics Professional solution to enable in-memory analysis and visualization of
Elite 3E data. For information visit www.wilsonlegalsol.com.
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